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Abstract
The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between foreign language anxiety and
reading anxiety, and the effect of reading anxiety on reading comprehension among first level
English language major students. The study shed light on whether different levels of anxiety
result in different reading comprehension performances, and whether reading comprehension
performance differs across different language learning environments where the educational level
is different. Sixty female students completed the Foreign Language Classroom Anxiety Scale,
the Foreign Language Reading Anxiety Scale and a reading comprehension test. These students
were English majors and were in their first year at Majma'ah University and Imam Mohammad
Ibn Saud Islamic University. The results revealed that students in both universities experienced a
moderate level of language anxiety and reading anxiety. In addition to the investigation of the
level of reading anxiety, the main sources of foreign language reading anxiety, according to the
students, were the difficulty in understanding the meaning of new words in a reading passage,
the difficulty in pronunciation, reading long passages, the fear of making mistakes in front of the
teacher and the classmates, unfamiliar scripts and the feeling of shyness. There was a nonsignificant correlation between general language anxiety and second language reading. The
reading comprehension test scores showed that IMBSU students had significantly greater reading
comprehension test scores than MU students, and MU students had significantly greater reading
anxiety than IMBSU students. Finally, recommendations and suggestions are presented at the
end of the results section of this study
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